COVENANT SUBSIDIZED BENEFITS PROGRAM ("CSB") FOR PASTORS SERVING IN UNDER-RESOURCED SETTINGS

As part of our broader restructuring of the Covenant Pension Plan, one of our core commitments has been to begin to better care for faithful Covenant pastors serving in under-resourced settings. We are pleased to announce that after approval by the Board of Pensions and Benefits on October 18, 2019, a three-year pilot CSB Program will become effective January 1, 2020. Program details are outlined below.

CSB applications will be accepted each year, at any time before June 30, with approved participants then eligible to begin benefits January 1 of the following year. However, in 2020 (the initial program pilot year) we will allow an additional initial applicant “window,” with an early application deadline of March 31, 2020. Approved initial applicants will then begin benefits on July 1, 2020.

This summary is intended to outline the CSB. Application forms will be made available on January 1, 2020, three months in advance of the first deadline.

CSB OVERVIEW

The initial pilot program is intended to serve as a catalyst for pastoral financial well-being, specifically focused on pastors with low compensation levels who are also serving in under-resourced Covenant settings. As such, application forms will require information and narrative from both the pastor and the local church. Applications will be reviewed by a committee, including representatives from the Board of Pensions, denominational Finance and Benefit teams, our Develop Leaders mission priority, and local conferences. Conference superintendent approval will also be required for each program participant.

To be eligible for the initial program, pastoral service must be characterized by:

• An average of 30 hours or more per week in local ministry.
• A credential in good standing with Develop Leaders / Ordered Ministry.
• The initial program is intended for credentials requiring mandatory pension funding of 12.5%.
• Local compensation of $31,600 or less on an annual basis.
• As noted above, local church finances will also be reviewed, as the program is intended for under-resourced congregational settings.
• The committee and Board of Pensions reserve the right to amend the rules for special cases.

Each approved applicant will be enrolled in the CSB, which includes:

1. A fully subsidized group of benefits (no employee/employer cost). This package will include:
   • Group life and long-term disability insurance
   • Access to the Employee Assistance Plan (EAP)
   • Medical Bill Saver program
   • Access to virtual, high quality primary care physicians via 98point6
   • Travel response and assistance

While this is a pilot program, our intent is to retain this portion of the CSB program long-term. This goal will remain subject to annual review, assessment, and adequate funding.
2. **A three-year scaled retirement contribution to the Guidestone 403b9 program**
   - Most Covenant ministerial credentials require an annual 12.5% church-based contribution. The timing and service of the pastor (along with recent plan reorganization rules) determine whether this contribution is directed to the Covenant Pension Plan (CPP) or to the GuideStone 403b9 (GS).
   - **Note that this CSB retirement contribution program will ONLY be offered in the GS 403b9 plan.** Approved applicants can therefore enroll in GS (or switch to this plan if necessary) if they have not already done so.
   - In partnership with the local church, a three-year “scale-based” retirement contribution will fund: **75%** of the required year 1 church contribution; **50%** in year 2; and **25%** in year 3.
   - For purposes of this program **only**, the percentages will be applied to a minimum total retirement savings of $2,000 per annum. Example: if 12.5% of participant compensation results in less than $2,000 in funding, a minimum $2,000 will apply. The program is intended to serve as a catalyst for retirement savings over a three-year period. All CSB retirement funding will be delivered in a single payment (directly to GuideStone) in December of the given program year.
   - **Here is a funding example:**

     Approved participant compensation (Salary + Housing) = $30,000
     - Required mandatory funding = 12.5% or $3,750 / year
     - Over the three-year program period, approved applicants will receive:
       - Year 1: 75% of $3,750 = $2,812.50
       - Year 2: 50% of $3,750 = $1,875.00
       - Year 3: 25% of $3,750 = $937.50
     - Total CSB contributions of $5,625.00 in this example

     Note that the three-year funding schedule will be established / locked-in based on year 1 compensation, with required annual review of any pastoral compensation changes.

   - The program will be stewarded by the Board of Pensions and Benefits. As this is an initial pilot program, results will be assessed, and future program rules may be adjusted.
   - Note: Each approved applicant is “approved” for the current / local setting only. A new setting would require a new application, and under the initial pilot program, each applicant is only eligible for three total years of retirement funding, regardless of setting.

We are deeply grateful to the Lilly Endowment for their participation in the initial funding of this program, alongside major donors and the denomination. We invite churches, conferences, and individual donors to join us in making these catalyst benefits available (and sustainable) for those sisters and brothers who so faithfully serve in more difficult economic settings.